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We report the results of experimental and theoretical investigations of the two-color, two-photon ionization
of Ar atoms, using femtosecond pulses of infrared laser radiation in combination with its extreme-ultraviolet
harmonics. It is shown that the intensities of the photoelectron lines resulting from the absorption of photons
from both fields strongly depend both on the respective phases of the fields and on atomic quantities such as
the asymmetry parameter. These phases, which are notoriously difficult to measure, can be estimated by
changing the polarization state of the laser radiation.
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Photoionization measurements provide invaluable infor-
mation on the structure of the electronic cloud of an atom or
a molecule. The general features of photoionization, namely,
the energy dependence, the angular distribution of the pho-
toelectrons, and resonance effects, have been studied in great
detail using mainly synchrotron radiation sources[1–3].
More specific investigations have been carried out by means
of two-photon pump-probe experiments combining laser and
synchrotron radiation[4,5]. Novel high-order harmonic gen-
eration (HHG) sources providing ultrashort extreme-
ultraviolet(XUV ) or x-ray pulses lasting a few femtoseconds
[6] or less[7,8] will provide a deeper insight into the elec-
tronic relaxation processes and into the dynamics of photo-
ionization [9]. Today, femtosecond XUV sources such as
high-order harmonic radiation or the recent TESLA free-
electron laser[10] are in the process of being developed and
characterized. The number of pump-probe studies with these
sources is therefore still rather limited and experiments often
serve as a characterization tool for the sources themselves
[7,8,11].

Electron spectra obtained from irradiation of a gas sample
with harmonic emission, reflecting the harmonic intensity
distribution, contain a series of lines separated by 2v. The
combination of the harmonic pulse with part of the funda-
mental infrared(IR) beam in the interaction chamber will
give rise to additional lines, when the intensity of the dress-
ing IR beam is high enoughs.1010 W/cm2d [12] and when
both pulses overlap in time and space(see Fig. 1). In the
intensity ranges considered here, these so-called sidebands
are the result of a two-photon ionization process, as the pres-
ence of the IR beam leads to an additional absorption or
emission of one IR photon simultaneously with the absorp-
tion of the XUV photon. The intensity and shape of the side-
bands depend strongly on the characteristics of the two fem-
tosecond pulses[13] and can therefore be utilized to
characterize the XUV pulses[11,14]. Since a given sideband
is made up of contributions from two consecutive harmonics,
the sideband intensity will depend on the phase difference
between the two harmonics as well as on the angular mo-

menta and the relative phases of the outgoing electrons
[15,16]. The former property has been recently used to show
that harmonics generated in argon were phase locked, indi-
cating that the light was emitted as a train of attosecond
pulses[7].

In this paper, we investigate experimentally and theoreti-
cally the influence of the state of polarization of the IR probe
pulse(linear polarization with an angle relative to that of the
XUV field and the degree of ellipticity) on the formation of
the sidebands resulting from interfering amplitudes involving
two harmonics. In the case of photoionization with linearly
polarized photons, the ionization signal is independent of the
harmonic phases and the variation of the angle between the
two polarization vectors of the XUV and IR field allows us
to determine the asymmetry parameter for the one-photon
ionization process. On the other hand, the sideband intensity
is very sensitive to the relative phase of two consecutive
harmonics, when the ellipticity of the IR photon is changed.
It is demonstrated that the controlled variation of the polar-
ization states of the light can provide detailed information on
the photoionization process, especially on the asymmetry pa-
rameterb describing the angular distribution of the electrons
produced by absorbing the XUV photon, by measuring the
angle integrated ionization signal.

The experimental conditions used for the present study
have been described in detail elsewhere[17]. Briefly, XUV
photons are produced by HHG in an Ar gas cell from an
intense s1 mJ,50 fsd IR laser s810 nmd running at 1 kHz
repetition rate(see Fig. 2). The generated harmonics are fo-
cused into the acceptance volume of a magnetic bottle elec-
tron spectrometer(MBES) installed in an experimental
chamber filled with a static pressure of about 10−4 mbar Ar
gas. One-photon ionization of the Ar 3p shell (binding en-
ergy about 15.8 eV) by the harmonics leads to a series of
equidistant lines in the photoelectron spectrum correspond-
ing to the photoionization process by the 11ths,17 eVd up
to the 25th harmonics,38 eVd. The observation of higher
harmonics is limited by the reflectivity of the focusing gold
mirror used in the experimental vacuum chamber. In the in-
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teraction region, the XUV beam intersects the IR probe beam
s0.6 mJd at an angle of about 8°. The spatial overlap between
both beams and especially the size of the IR beam can be
controlled by mechanical adjustment of a convex lenssf
=50 cmd. The temporal overlap is changed through an opti-
cal delay line introduced in the path of the beam used for
HHG. In order to manipulate the polarization of the IR
(probe) beam, a half-wave plate is installed just in front of
the focusing lens, enabling us to change the relative angleQ
between the polarization vector of the IR and the harmonic
beam. Alternatively, a quarter-wave plate allows us to
vary the degree of ellipticity of the IR beam from linear to
circular.

A typical photoelectron spectrum is shown in Fig. 1(b)
giving the photoelectron intensity as a function of electron
kinetic energy(horizontal axis) and time delay between the
two pulses(vertical axis). Figure 1(c) shows the spectrum
obtained when both pulses are best temporally overlapped.
The dominant structures in Fig. 1(b) are the vertical lines,
which are not much affected by the presence of the IR pulses
and which correspond to direct photoionization of Ar 3p
electrons by the XUV photons. The spin-orbit splitting of
about 0.18 eV between the Ar+3p5 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 compo-
nents [22] is not resolved in the present experiment. The
sidebands show up for temporal delaysDt between about
−40 and +40 fs. The harmonic pulse durations, extracted
from the combined knowledge of the energy-integrated side-
band intensity profile and the independently measured 50 fs
duration of the IR pulse, are found to be<30 fs, independent
of the XUV photon energy. The shorter XUV pulse duration
ensures that all atoms excited by XUV pulses are dressed by
the same IR field at optimum spatial and temporal overlap.

When two linearly polarized photon beams are used, the
intensity of the sidebands shows a strong and characteristic
variation as a function of the relative angleQ between both
electrical field vectors(Fig. 3). Due to the 2p acceptance
angle of the magnetic bottle analyzer, the intensity of the
sidebands is independent of the precise shape of the angular
distributions of the photoelectrons created in the two-photon
process. The experimental results of Fig. 3 show a strong
polarization dependence of the sideband intensity giving
about 60% less intensity when the XUV and IR beams are
crosspolarizedsQ=90°d compared to the case when they
have the same direction of polarizationsQ=0°d, as expected
from simple classical arguments. In general, the observed
variation is induced by a polarization dependent coupling
between the intermediate(s or d) state and the final«p and
«f continua. Furthermore, all sidebands seem to behave,
within the experimental error, in the same way, indicating
that the influence of the resonant 3s-np excitations [18],
which lie in the same photon energy region as the 17th and

FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the dominant photon absorption and emis-
sion processes involved in the generation of the sideband of order
2N (2Nv is the net amount of absorbed energy). (b) Photoelectron
spectrum as a function of temporal delayDt between the XUV and
the IR pulses.(c) Typical spectrum recorded at perfect temporal
overlap between XUV and IR pulsessDt=0 fsd with an IR beam
intensity of about 531011 W/cm2.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental setup.
HHG, high harmonic generation; Al, Aluminum filter; MBES, Mag-
netic bottle electron spectrometer; WP, Retarding wave plate; L,
Adjustable lens; FM, Gold focusing mirror.

FIG. 3. Variation of the sideband intensity as a function of the
relative angleQ between the polarization vectors of the XUV and
the IR beams. Experimental data for different sidebands:s* dSB14,
sLdSB16, s¹dSB18, sDdSB20, and ssdSB22. Theoretical calcula-
tions: s--dSB14, s-·dSB16, s··dSB18, s−dSB20, ands−dSB22.
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19th harmonics, can be neglected for the present experiment.
The transition amplitude for the sideband denoted SB2N is

given by (atomic units are used, unless otherwise stated):

T 2Nsn,l,m,kWd = T2N−1
s+d sn,l,m,kWde−isf2N−1+fLd

+ T 2N+1
s−d sn,l,m,kWde−isf2N+1−fLd, s1d

wheresn, l ,md defines the initial state of the atom andkW is
the wave vector of the outgoing electron.fL, f2N−1, and
f2N+1 are the absolute phases of the fields of the IR laser and
of the neighboring harmonics, respectively.T s+d sT s−dd cor-
responds to the absorptionsemissiond of one laser photon.
The fact that two quantum paths lead to the same final state
gives rise to strong interferences.

In the soft-photon approximation, where the photon en-
ergy of the dressing laser is small against the harmonic XUV
photonssvL!vHd and against the energy of the outgoing
electronssvL!k2/2d and where only low harmonic intensi-
ties are considered[19,20], the amplitudes are expressed as

T 2N71
s±d sn,l,m,kWd = − ip

ÎIH

v2N71
J±1saW L

± . kWdT1sn,l,m,kWd, s2d

whereaW L
+=ÎIL /vL

2eWL for the absorption of one laser photon
faW L

−=sÎIL /vL
2deWL

* for emissiong, and eWH and eWL are the po-
larization vectors for the harmonic and laser field respec-

tively. T1sn, l ,m,kWd represents the one-photon transition
amplitude between the statesnlmd and a continuum state
with energyEk= 1

2k2=Enlm+v2N−1+vL. In the soft-photon
approximation the energy of the intermediate state coin-
cides with that of the final state. The effect of the laser
field is entirely contained in the Bessel functionJ±1 and
the exchange of the laser photon appears through the fac-

tor saW L ·kWd. For moderate laser intensities, which is the
case here, one can retain only the lowest-order term in the
expansion of the Bessel function and the difference be-

tween the two amplitudes lies only in the termseWL .kWd
which becomes complex conjugate forT s−d.

Finally, the angle-integrated sideband intensity, which is
the relevant quantity for a comparison with the experimental
data, is given as the average over the individual intensity
I2Nsn, l ,md for each magnetic sublevelm of the initial state:

I2Nsn,l,md =E dVskWduT2Nsn,l,m,kWdu2. s3d

Within the framework of the soft-photon approximation,
the two-photon amplitudes are expressed in terms of known
one-photon dipole matrix elements associated to the transi-
tion from the initialp state towards thes andd continua[21].
The “atomic phases” that enter the two-photon amplitudes
[16] do not appear explicitly, although Eq.(2) involves a
complex quantity due to the contributions of thes- and
d-continuum phase shifts. We stress at this point that in con-
trast to one-photon ionization, the angle-integrated sideband
intensities depend on theses andd phase shifts of the con-
tinuum wave functions.

When both fields are linearly polarized, the harmonic
phase and intensity dependence factorize and the normalized
sideband intensity depends only on the angle between the
two polarizations. One can show that when starting from ap
state the sideband intensity is proportional to

I2Nsn,l = 1,md = 1 −
3bsEkd

5 + 2bsEkd
sin2 Q, s4d

wherebsEkd is the usual one-photon asymmetry parameter
f21g. The resulting theoretical curves, displayed in Fig. 3 as a
function of Q, are in good agreement with the experimental
data regarding the general shape and the relative intensity
variation. Only for the lowest sidebands some differences are
observed, but, as indicated above, for these lines the soft-
photon approximation is not applicable. A fit of the experi-
mental data for the highest sideband with the above formula
leads to asymmetry parameters equal to 1.7±0.1, inreason-
able agreement with other experimentally determined data
f22g for this range of photon energy.

In the same way as for the case of two linearly polarized
photons, we have also calculated the two-photon ionization
probability as a function of ellipticity of the IR field(see Fig.
4). In this case,eWL is a complex vector and no factorization is
possible. The amplitudes now depend on the state of polar-
ization of the probe beam and can be expressed in a similar
way as in Eq.(4), i.e.,

FIG. 4. Variation of sideband intensity as a function of the angle
of rotationg of the major axis of the ellipse described by the tip of
the electric-field vector relative to the polarization direction of the
XUV field. [The degree of ellipticity is tansgd.] (a) Theoretical cal-
culations for sideband 14 for differentDf. (b) Experimental data
for different sidebands:s* dSB14, sLdSB16, s¹dSB18 sDdSB20, and
ssdSB22. Broken line: theoretical calculation averaged over allDf
for SB14.
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I2Nsn,l = 1,md = 1 − cosDfscos4g − sin4gd

+
6bsEkd

5 + 2bsEkd
sin2g cos2g ssin Df − 1d,

s5d

whereg is defined as the angle of rotation of the major axis
of the ellipse described by the tip of the electric-field vector
relative to the polarization direction of the XUV field.fThe
degree of ellipticity is equal to tansgd.g As a consequence
the results are sensitive to the phase difference

Df = 2fL + f2N−1 − f2N+1, s6d

wherefL=vDt depends on the time delayDt between the
two pulses. The theoretical results plotted in Fig. 4 as a func-
tion of the time delay strongly vary withDf.

Experimentally, however, the finite XUV and IR beams
intersect at a nonzero angle implying that all possible phase
differences between the two beams are sampled throughout
the interaction region imaged by the MBES. The resulting
variation of the sideband intensity is given as a function of
the angle of rotation,g, in Fig. 4(b). The intensities of the
sidebands are only weakly influenced by the degree of ellip-
ticity and, again, the result does not depend on the sideband
energy. An average calculated over all possibleDf for dif-

ferent sideband orders, shown by the broken line in Fig. 4(b),
accounts for this experimental feature. This curve is in quali-
tative agreement with the experimental data, but does not
allow us to deduce the phase differences between subsequent
harmonics.

On the basis of the present data, we conclude that the
variation of the polarization state of the IR field with respect
to the linearly polarized XUV field can provide information
about the phase differences between consecutive harmonics
as well as atomic quantities involving continuum states. Fur-
ther experiments and calculations are certainly needed and
the present experiments represent only a starting point for
this type of measurement. Two-photon experiments com-
bined with angular distribution measurements and the varia-
tion of polarization characteristics of the IR probe beam pro-
vide an ideal testing ground for exploring the internal
dynamics of photoionization of field-dressed atoms. In this
way, they are of fundamental interest for many experiments
planned at the new femtosecond XUV and x-ray sources.
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